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SUMMARY

The accuracy of simulating liquid-hydrogen turbine-meter calibrations by utilizing nitrogen gas at liquid-hydrogen density is established for three different internal configurations of 1.5-inch turbine-type flowmeters. The average of the absolute percent differences for the three sets of turbine meters employed indicates that the liquid-hydrogen calibration factor at full scale can be simulated with 60-atmosphere nitrogen gas to 0.4 percent. For the majority of meters tested, liquid-hydrogen calibrations are simulated more closely by ambient-temperature, high-pressure nitrogen-gas calibrations than by water calibrations.

Turbine-meter repeatability, also, is determined for high-pressure nitrogen gas. Typical meter repeatability obtained with nitrogen gas for a 95-percent confidence band is ±0.3 percent.

INTRODUCTION

For commonly used fluids, turbine-type flowmeters are extensively employed as metering devices because they are convenient to use and they have a linear digital-signal output. Because of these features, the turbine meter is also being used for cryogenic fluid metering. The increasing use of cryogenic fluids in research facilities and aerospace propulsion systems has required more accurate knowledge of turbine-type flowmeter cryogenic flow characteristics (refs. 1 and 2). Cryogenic calibrations of turbine-type flowmeters are time consuming and costly since few cryogenic facilities exist. It is advantageous, therefore, to determine how accurately turbine-meter calibrations with the less hazardous and less expensive fluids simulate liquid-hydrogen calibrations. Comparisons have been made between water and liquid-hydrogen calibrations. Results of these comparisons indicate that for inaccuracies less than 1 percent at full-scale flow, water calibrations are inadequate in predicting the meter constant for liquid-hydrogen
flow in turbine-type flowmeters (refs. 1, 3, and 4).

The primary purpose of this work was to determine experimentally the accuracy of simulating liquid-hydrogen calibrations using nitrogen gas. The nitrogen gas was at approximately ambient temperature and at a density equaling that of liquid hydrogen. Secondary objectives were to determine nitrogen-gas turbine-meter repeatability and to note any change in meter calibration due to installation and meter condition. Derivation of a theoretical temperature conversion factor that is applied to liquid-hydrogen calibration data for comparison with the nitrogen-gas calibrations is contained in appendix B.

The turbine-meter calibrations on liquid hydrogen and water used for comparison purposes in this report are discussed in detail in a companion report (ref. 4).

APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE

A schematic drawing of the test facility is shown in figure 1. Nitrogen gas supplied from a portable gas trailer was throttled from 163 atmospheres to the desired operating pressure. The prime operating pressure level was 59 atmospheres with a maximum flow rate of 1.4 pounds per second, which permitted three to four turbine-meter calibrations to be obtained from one trailer. A sharp-edged orifice (modification of ref. 5) was used as the flow standard with a maximum pressure difference of 7 psi. The orifice, 50-diameter-length approach pipe, and the 25-diameter-length downstream pipe were calibrated as a unit for the determination of the discharge coefficient over the required Reynolds number range with water. Accuracy of the water stand used for this calibration was better than ±0.3 percent. Differential pressure across the measuring orifice was determined with a null balance differential pressure transmitter. Measurement of the change in orifice differential pressure transmitter nonlinearity with the pressure level was accomplished with a mercury manometer for pressure levels to 100 atmospheres. Downstream of the orifice, the two horizontal turbine-meter test sections had an inter-
posed straightening section of 19 tubes, each 15 tube diameters long. Operating pressure levels were measured to ±1.5 psi at the straightening section. Gas temperature was measured with a thermocouple probe 5.5 pipe diameters downstream of the orifice (ref. 6). The mass flow rate was controlled by throttling valves 45 pipe diameters downstream of the test section.

Recording potentiometers were used to measure the thermocouple electromotive force and the orifice differential pressure signal. The inaccuracies in the temperature and orifice differential pressure measurements were determined to be within ±0.4°F and ±0.01 psi, respectively.

After instrument calibration and a slow pressurization of the facility, nitrogen-gas flow was initiated and gradually increased to the maximum recommended flow rate for the turbine-type flowmeters run. Not until the temperature of the facility had stabilized, approximately 5 minutes later, were turbine-meter data recorded. Each data point consisted of a 1-minute run at constant flow to obtain an average turbine-meter pulse rate.

The probable error of the turbine-meter constant was analytically determined from consideration of possible instrument errors and is shown by figure 2. At low flow rates, the prime error contribution is from the orifice differential-pressure measurement.

Commercially available turbine meters of nominal 1.5-inch size with upstream straightening vanes and full-complement ball bearings of stainless steel from three different manufacturers were utilized in this investigation. Additional specifications of these meters are listed under Group I in reference 4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this investigation, as previously mentioned, data were obtained for commercially available, 1.5-inch turbine meters by using nitrogen gas at a pressure simulating liquid-hydrogen density. Also from these tests, turbine-meter calibration repeatability was determined. Comparison of the 59-atmosphere nitrogen-gas calibrations to the temperature-corrected liquid-hydrogen calibrations, obtained from the facility of refer-
TABLE I. - TOTAL ACCUMULATED RUNNING TIME ON TURBINE-TYPE FLOWMETERS FOR NITROGEN GAS, LIQUID HYDROGEN, AND WATER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meter</th>
<th>Total accumulated running time, hr</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Liquid hydrogen</th>
<th>Nitrogen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a given meter, total times for all fluids vary from 16 to 47 hours. The meter designation, for consistency, is the same as used in reference 4.

Simulation Considerations

The simulation of liquid-hydrogen flow through a given turbine flowmeter by means of another fluid requires that certain properties of the fluid be the same. Two of these properties are the following:

1. The kinematic viscosity of the fluids should be the same to ensure that the Reynolds numbers of the flow through the turbine meter will be equal for a given flow velocity. This condition presents similar velocity profiles through the meter.

2. The density of the fluids should be the same to ensure that the torque developed on the turbine meter overcomes the retarding forces (bearing friction and magnetic drag) in the meter and that these forces be the same for both fluids at a given fluid velocity.

If liquid-hydrogen flow is simulated by room-temperature nitrogen at a pressure of about 60 atmospheres, the previous two conditions are approximately satisfied as shown in figure 3. Density-change effects on nitrogen-gas...
Figure 4. - Average curves of the density effect on the normalized meter calibration factor for meter B5.
calibrations for a single meter are illustrated in figure 4. Included for comparison is the temperature-corrected liquid-hydrogen calibration of the meter. The ordinate of figure 4 is presented in a nondimensional form by dividing the nitrogen-gas calibration factor $C_{\text{FLUID}}$ (pulses/unit volume) by the calibration factor for water $C_{m, \text{H}_2\text{O}}$ at full-scale flow, and the abscissa is expressed in terms of percent of the manufacturer's nominal full-scale pulse rate. The number used for $C_{m, \text{H}_2\text{O}}$ is an average of the water calibrations obtained during this investigation. Wherever possible, all ensuing graphs are similarly presented. Figure 4 also shows that for a pressure at or greater than 38 atmospheres, the values of the average calibration factor for one meter at 50 percent of nominal full-scale flow or greater agree to within ±0.2 percent with larger differences occurring at lower flow rates. Furthermore, the results for a gas pressure simulating liquid-hydrogen density and for a gas pressure simulating liquid-hydrogen kinematic viscosity (79 atm) are quite similar. For convenience, all subsequent nitrogen-gas data reported herein were taken at the density simulating pressure of 59 atmospheres.

A more complete simulation of liquid-hydrogen flow by another fluid would require that other conditions such as the following be satisfied:

1. The fluid should have the same temperature as the liquid hydrogen to ensure that the dimensional changes due to temperature be the same.
2. Bearing surface conditions should be the same in both fluids.

For the work reported herein, these last factors were not simulated.

**Repeatability**

A better interpretation of the results obtained from comparing the nitrogen-gas and liquid-hydrogen data is gained not only from using averaged calibration curves but also from knowing the respective calibration repeatability values. A typical set of data points for a single nitrogen-gas calibration is shown in figure 5(a) for one meter. The curve contains points for conditions of decreasing and increasing flow rate between set points. For any single calibration, the data points fall on a smooth curve. However, this curve will shift from calibration to calibration as shown by figure 5(b), which
represents 13 calibrations of the same meter as presented in figure 5(a). At a pulse rate greater than 40-percent full scale, the calibration repeatability is ±0.3 percent as shown by figure 5(b) for a 95-percent confidence band of a finite number of runs (ref. 7).

In order to distinguish meter repeatability from the test-facility repeatability, several combinations of two meters were calibrated in series. The ratio of the pulse rate for the two meters run in series was computed and is shown by figure 6. For each pair of meters, several runs were made at random times during the test program, which generated the band shown for each meter combination. All measured variables are excluded except the counter data; consequently, figure 6 reveals that turbine-meter calibration factors can unpredictably shift with time. The three bands of figure 6 represent the average and the two extremes of repeatability of the meters tested.

The reason for the shifts in the meter calibrations is not known, but several factors can be listed that might contribute to the shifts:

1. Fine particles swept out of the nitrogen-gas supply bottle that passed the sintered-metal filter and deposited on any of the sliding surfaces of the meter
2. Change in the type and/or degree of meter sliding-surface contamination when alternately run on liquid hydrogen, water, and nitrogen gas
3. Random change in the bearing characteristics due to normal wear with time

Test-Section Inlet

In order to determine the effect that the existing discontinuity in the geometry of the approach pipe has on the turbine-meter calibration factor, a removable constricting insert was installed. The geometry of the insert and of a typical turbine-meter inlet is shown in figure 7. The insert reduced the pipe area by 45 percent and had a length to internal diameter ratio of 4.9. Location of the insert exit depended on the meter being tested and ranged from 1.6 to 2.8 diameters upstream of the meter-blade location. The
Figure 7. - Turbine-meter inlet configuration.

Figure 8. - Effect of inlet geometry change on turbine-meter nitrogen-gas calibration factor (meter B1).

The APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE section stated that the test section consisted of two turbine meters in series separated by a straightening-vane section. Table II shows the influence

average curves for one meter with and without the constricting insert in place are shown in figure 8. With the insert in place, the meter calibration factor increased 0.25 percent at the full-scale flow rate. A 45-percent area contraction produced only a 0.25-percent increase in the nominal full-scale calibration factor $C_{nfs}$. A possible explanation for this calibration-factor increase is that some of the fluid velocity increase due to the area contraction is sensed at the meter blades and thus causes an increase in rotor speed.

**Meter Interaction**

The APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE section stated that the test section consisted of two turbine meters in series separated by a straightening-vane section. Table II shows the influence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meter</th>
<th>Total number of calibrations</th>
<th>$\left(\frac{C_{US} - C_{DS}}{C_{DS}}\right)_{N_2}$, percent</th>
<th>Other meter type run in series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50-percent full scale</td>
<td>100-percent full scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>B and C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>A and B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of relative position on the calibration factor for each meter. The table indicates a
greater meter factor for downstream meters A and C, while meter B with constant blade
angle opposes the trend. Because of the change in calibration factor with position, only
upstream meter data will be employed for determining the accuracy of simulating liquid-
hydrogen flow with nitrogen gas.

Also, no discernable effect was determined on the calibration factor by tightening
torques to 250 pound-feet on the flare fittings of these meters.

Liquid-Hydrogen Calibration Simulation

Comparison of liquid-hydrogen calibrations to nitrogen-gas calibrations for a rep-
resentative sample of nine turbine meters is shown in figure 9. For additional compar-
ison, water calibrations are included in the figure. The water and liquid-hydrogen data
presented are part of the same data used in reference 4. In order to compare the three
fluids on an equal temperature basis, the hydrogen data has been adjusted to room tem-
perature by using the multiplication factor derived in appendix B. The curves shown
represent the average of multiple calibrations except for the three cases of single nitro-
gen runs.

An examination of figure 9 based on the different meter sets reveals the following:

(1) Results of only two meters of set A are presented with a limited number of runs;
however, the shape of the curves for set A follow the water rather than liquid hydrogen.

(2) For the set B meters, 60-atmosphere nitrogen gas definitely does a better job
than water in simulating the liquid-hydrogen calibrations. The curves for nitrogen of
every set B meter presented are closer to the liquid-hydrogen curves in both shape and
level than to those of water.

(3) Two of the three meters of set C had similar curves for all three fluids. The
results of meter C4 shown in figure 9 were included to show the nitrogen calibration for
a case where the liquid-hydrogen and water calibrations deviated greatly. At the high
flows, the nitrogen calibration follows liquid hydrogen rather than water. Normally, a
meter with characteristics such as those of C4 would be rejected for liquid-hydrogen
service based on the acceptance standards given in reference 4.

The calibration-simulation results compiled in table III show that the average of the
absolute percent differences for liquid-hydrogen calibration simulation with water is
approximately 0.5 percent at the nominal full-scale value for the three sets of meters
run.

Substitution of 60-atmosphere nitrogen gas for water not only improves liquid-
hydrogen calibration-simulation accuracy at the full-scale point, but also at the lower
flow rates. For the three different sets of turbine meters run, table III shows that cali-
Figure 9. - Comparison of turbine-meter calibrations for water, liquid hydrogen, and nitrogen.
Figure 9. - Continued.
Figure 9. - Concluded.
TABLE III. - SUMMARY OF COMPARISON OF TURBINE-METER CALIBRATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meter set</th>
<th>Number of meters run with nitrogen gas</th>
<th>Average difference in percent between liquid hydrogen calibrations and those of water and nitrogen for stated percent of maximum flowrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nitrogen gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data from ref. 4 after adjusting the liquid-hydrogen calibrations with the temperature factor obtained in appendix B. A greater number of meters per set are represented by the results than are indicated for nitrogen gas.

**SUMMARY OF RESULTS**

The accuracy of simulating liquid-hydrogen flow with 60-atmosphere nitrogen gas was determined by tests on three different internal configurations of 1.5-inch turbine-type flowmeters. Also determined were turbine-meter repeatability, test-section inlet effects, and turbine-meter interaction effects when two meters were operated in series. The noteworthy results of this study indicate the following:

1. Liquid-hydrogen calibrations can be simulated with 60-atmosphere nitrogen gas to 0.4 percent, average of absolute differences, at 100-percent full-scale flow and to 0.6 percent at 40-percent full-scale flow.

2. For the majority of meters tested, liquid-hydrogen calibrations are simulated more closely by ambient-temperature, high-pressure nitrogen-gas calibrations than by water calibrations.

3. Calibrations of the turbine-type flowmeters reported herein do unpredictably shift with time which results in a typical calibration repeatability for high-pressure nitrogen gas of ±0.3 percent for a 95-percent confidence band.
4. Variation in installation torque on the meter body produces no change in the calibration factor.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, September 20, 1966,
128-31-06-77-22.
APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

\[ A_{BR} \] transverse cross-sectional area of bladed rotor
\[ A_H \] inside meter housing transverse cross-sectional area at blade section
\[ A_R \] hub transverse cross-sectional area of bladed rotor
\[ C_{DS} \] calibration factor for meter located downstream, pulses/unit volume
\[ C_{FLUID} \] calibration factor in fluid, pulses/unit volume
\[ C_{m,H_2O} \] asymptotic value for water calibration factor
\[ C_{N_2} \] nitrogen gas calibration factor
\[ C_{nfs} \] nominal full-scale calibration factor
\[ C_{US} \] calibration factor for meter located upstream, pulses/unit volume
\[ D_{BR} \] bladed rotor tip-to-tip diameter
\[ D_H \] internal diameter of meter housing at blade section
\[ D_R \] hub diameter of bladed rotor
\[ K \] temperature correction factor
\[ Q_{LOSS} \] volume flow rate through annular blade-tip clearance area
\[ Q_{MT} \] volume flow rate through cross-sectional area of bladed rotor
\[ Q_T \] total volume flow rate through turbine meter
\[ R \] some average value of blade radius from axis of symmetry
\[ T \] operating temperature of turbine meter
\[ T_0 \] calibration temperature of turbine meter
\[ \Delta T \] \( T - T_0 \)
\[ \bar{V} \] averaged fluid velocity over blade length
\[ \bar{V}_N \] average fluid velocity in an equivalent plain annulus
\[ \bar{V}_S \] velocity of fluid through annular blade-tip clearance area
\[ \alpha \] blade angle with respect to axis of symmetry
\[ \beta_a \] blade axial coefficient of thermal expansion
\[ \beta_H \] meter housing coefficient of thermal expansion
\[ \beta_R \] blade and rotor coefficient of thermal expansion
\[ \beta_t \] blade transverse coefficient of thermal expansion
\[ \xi \] ratio of velocity at a blade-tip clearance distance from meter housing to average fluid velocity in an equivalent plan annulus
\( \omega \) bladed-rotor angular velocity

\( \omega_{LH_2} \) bladed-rotor angular velocity in liquid hydrogen

\( \omega_{N_2} \) bladed-rotor angular velocity in gaseous nitrogen
APPENDIX B

TURBINE-TYPE FLOWMETER, ANALYTICAL DERIVATION OF THERMAL-CORRECTION FACTOR FOR NONZERO BLADE CLEARANCE

A thermal-correction factor for nonzero blade clearance is derived for the case of identical blade and rotor hub material but for which the meter housing material can differ from that of the blade material.

For an unretarded spinning turbine blade, the following equation (ref. 8) holds:

\[ \tan \alpha = \frac{R \omega}{\bar{V}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B1)

where \( \alpha \) is the blade angle with respect to the axis of symmetry, \( \omega \) the blade angular velocity, \( \bar{V} \) the fluid velocity averaged across the blade length, and \( R \) an appropriate value of blade radius from the axis of symmetry.

The metered volume flow rate \( Q_{MT} \) that crosses only the area swept out by the blades is the difference between the total volume flow rate through the turbine meter at the blade location and the volume flow rate through the annular blade-tip clearance area; that is,

\[ Q_{MT} = (A_{BR} - A_{R}) \bar{V} = (A_{H} - A_{R}) \bar{V}_N - (A_{H} - A_{BR}) \bar{V}_S = Q_T - Q_{LOSS} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B2)

where \( A \) is a cross-sectional area swept out by a radius normal to the axis of symmetry, and the subscripts are \( S \), annular blade-tip clearance area; \( R \), rotor hub; \( BR \), blade and rotor hub; and \( H \), meter housing.

Solving equations (B1) and (B2) for \( \omega \) yields

\[ \omega = \left[ \left( \frac{A_H - A_R}{A_{BR} - A_R} \right) \bar{V}_N - \left( \frac{A_H - A_{BR}}{A_{BR} - A_R} \right) \bar{V}_S \right] \tan \alpha \]  \hspace{1cm} (B3)

and the total differential of \( \omega \) is
\[ \frac{d\omega}{\omega} = \frac{d(tan \alpha)}{\omega} \cdot \frac{dR}{R} + \frac{Q_T}{Q_{MT}} \left[ \frac{d(\frac{A_H - A_R}{A_{BR} - A_R})}{\frac{A_H - A_R}{A_{BR} - A_R}} + \frac{dV_N}{V_N} \right] - \frac{Q_{LOSS}}{Q_{MT}} \left[ \frac{d(\frac{A_H - A_{BR}}{A_{BR} - A_R})}{\frac{A_H - A_{BR}}{A_{BR} - A_R}} + \frac{dV_S}{V_S} \right] \] (B5)

Noting that

\[ \frac{dV_N}{V_N} = -\frac{d(A_H - A_R)}{A_H - A_R} \quad \text{from} \quad \frac{dQ_T}{Q_T} = 0 \]

and setting \( A_H = A_{BR}, \ Q_T = Q_{MT} \), and \( Q_{LOSS} = 0 \) yield

\[ \frac{d\omega}{\omega} = \frac{d(tan \alpha)}{\omega} \cdot \frac{dR}{R} - \frac{d(A_H - A_R)}{A_H - A_R} \] (B6)

which agrees with the equation derived in reference 9 for zero blade clearance.

If only finite variable changes are considered from now on, the first term of equation (B5) for nonisotropic turbine blade material is

\[ \frac{\Delta(tan \alpha)}{\tan \alpha} = \frac{(\beta_t - \beta_a)\Delta T}{1 + \beta_a \Delta T} \] (B7)

where \( \beta_t \) is the blade transverse coefficient of thermal expansion, and \( \beta_a \) is the axial coefficient of thermal expansion. It is hereinafter assumed that \( \beta_t = \beta_a \).

The second term of equation (B5) involves a blade radius and is
\[
\frac{\Delta R}{R} = \beta \Delta T \quad (B8)
\]

Using the binomial series yields the following approximation for the area ratios:

\[
\frac{A_H - A_R}{A_{BR} - A_R} = \frac{D_H^2 - D_R^2 + 2 \Delta T \left( \beta_H D_H^2 - \beta_R D_R^2 \right)}\left( D_{BR}^2 - D_R^2 \right) \left( 1 + 2\beta_R \Delta T \right) \quad (B9)
\]

and

\[
\frac{A_H - A_{BR}}{A_{BR} - A_R} = \frac{D_H^2 - D_{BR}^2 + 2 \Delta T \left( \beta_H D_H^2 - \beta_R D_{BR}^2 \right)}\left( D_{BR}^2 - D_R^2 \right) \left( 1 + 2\beta_R \Delta T \right) \quad (B10)
\]

If only the cases for which \(2\beta \Delta T \ll 1\) are considered, the following relations are obtained from equations (B9) and (B10):

\[
\Delta \left( \frac{A_H - A_R}{A_{BR} - A_R} \right)_{T=T_0} = 2\beta_R \Delta T \left( \frac{\beta_H - 1}{\beta_R} \right) \frac{D_H^2}{D_H^2 - D_R^2} \quad (B11)
\]

and

\[
\Delta \left( \frac{A_H - A_{BR}}{A_{BR} - A_R} \right)_{T=T_0} = 2\beta_R \Delta T \left( \frac{\beta_H - 1}{\beta_R} \right) \frac{D_H^2}{D_H^2 - D_{BR}^2} \quad (B12)
\]

It is again noted that
The ratios of volume flow rate in equation (B5) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\frac{Q_T}{Q_{MT}} = \frac{A_H - A_R}{A_{BR} - A_R} \frac{V_N}{V} = 1 + \frac{D_H^2 - D_{BR}^2}{D_{BR}^2 - D_R^2} \frac{V_S}{V}
\]  

(B14)

and

\[
\frac{Q_{LOSS}}{Q_{MT}} = \frac{A_H - A_{BR}}{A_{BR} - A_R} \frac{V_S}{V} = \frac{D_H^2 - D_{BR}^2}{D_{BR}^2 - D_R^2} \frac{V_S}{V}
\]  

(B15)

All meter dimensions are determined for the nitrogen-gas calibration temperature. Also, each value of the coefficient of thermal expansion is an average value determined by the size of the temperature difference between the operation temperature and the calibration temperature.

When equations (B8), (B11), (B12), (B13), (B14), and (B15) are substituted into equation (B5), the following result is obtained:

\[
\frac{\Delta \omega}{\omega} = -\beta_R \Delta T \left[ 3 + 2 \frac{V_S}{V} \left( \frac{\beta_H D_H^2 - D_{BR}^2}{D_{BR}^2 - D_R^2} \right) \right] - \frac{V_S}{V} \left( \frac{D_H^2 - D_{BR}^2}{D_{BR}^2 - D_R^2} \right) \frac{\Delta V_S}{V_S}
\]  

(B16)

The last term of equation (B16) can be ignored for turbine meters with a small blade-tip clearance and a small difference of Reynolds number between the operation fluid and calibration fluid flow. Furthermore, the velocity ratio in equation (B16) can be written as follows for incompressible flow:

\[
\frac{V_S}{V} = \frac{D_{BR}^2 - D_R^2}{D_H^2 - D_R^2} \left( \frac{V_N}{V_S} - \frac{D_H^2 - D_{BR}^2}{D_{BR}^2 - D_R^2} \right)^{-1}
\]  

(B17)
Hence, equation (B16) becomes

\[
\frac{\Delta \omega}{\omega} = -\beta_R \Delta T \left[ 3 + 2 \frac{\left( \beta_H D_H^2 - D_{BR}^2 \right)}{\beta_R D_H^2 - D_R^2} \left( \frac{V_N}{V_S} - \frac{D_H^2 - D_{BR}^2}{D_H^2 - D_R^2} \right) \right]^{-1}
\]

(B18)

where \( \Delta \omega/\omega \) is the relative \( \omega \) change due to \( T - T_0 \) or \( (\omega_{LH_2} - \omega_{N_2})/\omega_{N_2} \), \( T \) the turbine-meter operating temperature, and \( T_0 \) the calibration temperature.

Equation (B18) assumes the following:
1. Rotor retarding torques do not exist.
2. Blade blockage is zero.
3. Blade material is isotropic.
4. Blade and rotor are of the same material.
5. Meter housing material can differ from that of the rotor.
6. There is a small difference of Reynolds number between the operation fluid and calibration fluid flow.
7. \( 2 \beta \Delta T \ll 1 \).

For a plain annulus and a Reynolds number greater than \( 10^5 \) for nitrogen gas, the fluid velocity at the blade tip for each meter geometry is about \( \xi \) of the average velocity \( \bar{V}_N \) as shown in table IV (ref. 10). Because of possible transverse flow near the wall at the turbine-meter blade section, the velocity at the wall could be less than the velocity in an equivalent plain annulus section (ref. 11). As an approximation at the turbine-meter blade location, therefore, the average fluid velocity \( \bar{V}_S \) near the wall is assumed to be one-half of the velocity that would exist in a plain annulus of equal area at a distance from the wall equal to the blade-tip clearance (ref. 12).

From reference 13, an average \( \beta_H \) is \( 6.1 \times 10^{-6} \) inch per inch per \( ^{\circ} \)F for 303 stainless steel, and \( \beta_R \) is \( 3.9 \times 10^{-6} \) inch per inch per \( ^{\circ} \)F for 17-4 PH stainless steel for a \( \Delta T \) of \(-447^{\circ} \)F.

The calculated results from equation (B18) are presented in table IV. An average value of 0.994 for the temperature multiplication correction factor \( K \) was applied to the liquid-hydrogen data in this report.
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